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Answer Part A by circling thc correct letter
in the array below:

Time- 2 Hours Max. Marks: ZE
Part A:25
Part B:50

Instructions

calculators are not allowcd.

Part A ca,rries 25 marks. Each cor-
rect answer carrics I mark and cach
wrong answer camies -0.33 mark. If
you want to cha,ngc any answcr, cross
out the old one a^nd circle the new one.
Over written answcrs will bc ignorcd.

Part B carriqs 50 marks. instructions
for answcriag Part B a^rc givcn at the
beginning of Part B.

Use a separate booklet for Part B.

1.

2.

4.

No.

1 a b c d
2 a b c d
3 a b c d
4 a b c d
5 a b c d

6 a b c d
7 a b c d
8 a b c d
I b c d
10 a b c d

11 a b c d
t2 a b c d
13 a b c d
L4 a b c d
15 a b c d

16 a b c d
t7 a b c d
18 a b c d
19 a b c d
20 a b c d

21 a b c d
22 a b c d
23 a b c d
24 a b c d
25 a b c d
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Part-A

o Find the correct answer and mark it on the OMR sheet. Each correct answer gets

1 (one) mark and wrong answer gets -0.33 marks..

1. Two squares are chosen at random on a chess board. What is the probability that

they have one common side?

(") * o) ro16q 
(.) *: (d) *

2. Let X1,X2X3,& be independent random variables. Xz,Xt,Xa have Poisson dis-

tribution with mean 5, further f : IX; - Poisson(25). The distribution of Xr

is 
i:l

(a) Binomial (b) Exponential (c) Rectangular (d) Poisson

3. Let Xt,Xzbei.i,.d. random variables with pdf /(z), define Yr: min{Xr,&} and

Yz : max{Xt, Xz}, the joint pdf of Y1 and Y2 is

@) f@il(a) b) f"(df (a) k) zf(il|(az) @) f@')f'tu,)

4. For two events A and B, P(AIB): 1, so

(a) p(B"lA) :0 (b) p(B"lA) :1 (c) p(B"lA):; (d) p(B"lA") : i
5, Let 11 and 12 be two independent observations of a Bernoulli ra,ndom variable that

takes values 1 or 0 with probabilities 0 and (1 - P) respectively. If e e [],t], the

maximum likelihood estimate of 0 is ?

@Y# rq'i#P @z? @\++
6. Xr, Xz, Xs is a random sample from the .lf(O, 1), define Yr : Xt * Xz I Xs, then

Y(Yll&) is

(u) 6 (b) 3 (") 2 (d) 1

!-
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7. Five numbers are drawn from the set {L,2,...,100} by SRSWOR, the probability

p that their median is at least 20 is

(a) Iessthan0.25 (b) 0.25<p<0.5 (c) 0.5<p<0.8 (d) 0.8<p<0.99

8. X - U(0,1) and V - B(10, X), then V(f) is

(") 5 (b) 6 (c) 10 (d) 12

9. If for a random variable X, E(X): 1 and E(X'): 3, then

(a) P(-3<x<3) <0.5 (b) p(-3sx<3)>0.75

(c) P(-3<X<3):0.0 (d) P(-3SX<3) :0.s

t0. ,lgg ( - T)'where a," : (1 + *)" i, equal to

(u) 1 (b) "" (") "-" (d; r"-'

11,. Based on a random sample of size 16 from the N(p, o2) population. The 95%

confidence interval for p was [39,52]. It means

(a) the mean of this ra,ndom variable is certainly in the interval [39,52]

(b) one is 95% sure that the rnean is in the interval [39,52]

(c) the mean is greater than 52 with probability 0.025

(d) none of the above

1,2. In a simple regression of Y on X, what is the correlation coefficient between Y and

y- the predicted value of Y if the correlation between X and f is |.

(") 0 (b) ; (") -i (d) 1

13. X1,...,,Xnis a random sample from the U(o-0,b+0), a < b, 0 > 0. Let

X(r) : min(X1,...,X,,), X@): max(X1, ...,Xn) and X: liXi, the jointn-
sufficient statistic for (a, d, b) is

(a) (-X1r;, X1,y) (b) (X1r1, X, Xo) (c) (X1ry * X1,y) (d) (X', . . . , X,.)
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14. XL and X2 are i,.i.d. N(0, 1) random variables, then X1 * & and Xr - Xz

(a) have different expected values (b) are uncorrelated but not independent

(c) are independent (d) have different va,riances

15. If the cha,racteristic function of. i.i,.d. random variables X1 and X2 is Qft) where

/ : R -+ IR, then the characteristic function of X1 - X2 is

(a) d(r) (b) 0,(t) (c) -d(r) (d) d(+)

L6. Xl,...,Xnisarandomsamplefromthe N(p,or) population. I|.TL:Xr*...,*Xn
and ?2 : X? + . . . , +XZ then which of the following statements is correct regarding

sufficient statistics for p, and o2

(u) 7t is sufficient statistic for p

(D f" is sufficient statistic for o2

(") Tz- 4 is sufficient for (p,,o2)

(d) ("t,fr) ir sufficient f.or (p,,o2)

L7. A is an interva.l ( 2,5 ] and B is an interval Ig, Z ), then ,4AB is

(a) a closed interval

(b) an open interval

(c) an open set that is not an interval

(d) a finite set
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18. The one step transition probability matrix of a homogeneous Markov chain

{Xn,n>0}is
Itlz 116 116 rft1
Itlt rl4 Ll4 U4l
llls rl4 Ll4 3/101'
]la lL/6 Us rft l

Then which of the following is not correct?

(a) P(Xr : 1l& : 2) : P(Xrr : 1l& : 2) (b) this Markov chain is

irreducible (c) the states L and 2 are the only recurrent states (d) it is a

recurrent Markov chain

19. Each of the seven treatments have to appear in blocks of sizes four each. Which of

the following choices on "number of blocks" and "number of blocks in which a pair

of treatment appear" respectively, gives a valid BIBD.

(u) 6,3 (b) 7,2 (c) 8, 3 (d) z, I

20' In a factorial design, it is decided to confound the efrect ABCD. Blocks 1 and 2

in a replication contain the following combinations or treatments

Blockl: a b c abc d abd

Block 2: ab ac bc bd cd abcd

What are the other treatments in blocks 1 and 2 respectively?

(") {(r), acd,} and, {bcd,,ad,} (b) {(l),bcd} and {acd,,ad} (") {(r), ad} and,

{acd.bcd} (d) {acd,bcd} and {(1),ad}

2r' {x"} is a sequence of independent random variables with pmf p(x, - -n) :
P(x,-n): #r, p(x.- 0): ,- h Let,s,,:Xr *... +X,. Then

. (a) P(lS"lnl >e forinfinitelymanyn):0

(b) P (ls"l"l> e for infinitely many n ) : 1

(.) E (S"ln)-* 0

(d) j5g P (lS"lnl > c) : Ll2
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22.Thedispersionmatrixof arandomvector (Xr,Xr,X3)'is lS g o l. Thevalue

ls a 161

of a, so that X1 * Xzi X3 and Xt -2Xz * & are uncorrelated, is

(u) 8 (b) 21 (c) 13 (d) 16

23. In a complete randomized design, for three treatments whose effects 8,r€ o1, d2tQt,

which of the following is testable?

(a) a1:2

(b) ot*az-03:0

(") *** : ot

(d) *t*o2lrr3:o

24. Shoppers arrive at a mall in accordance with a homogeneous Poisson Process, if

the expected number of arrivals in an hour is 600, the expected time between

consecutive arrivals is

(a) l min

(b) 10 second

(c) 6 second

(d) different bctween differcnt consccutivc pairs of arrivals

25. Xn - U(-L^,*), n:1,2,... then

(a) Iz(X") -+' 0

(b) X" -++ 0 in probability but X" -+ 0 weakly

(c) X" ++ 0 weaklY

(d) X" -+ 0 in probability
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Part-B

o Answer as much as you can,the maximum marks that you can score is 50.

I. a) 7 girls and 8 boys are rand.omly arranged in a row. Determine the probability

of the event that no two girls are sitting together.

b)Two numbers are drawn from the set {1, 2,...,100} by SRSWOR, determine the

probability that the largest of the two is a prime number. (5+5)

2. Xt and X2 are i.i,.d. exp()) random variables. Determine E(XlXr* X2 : 10) and

V(XlXr*&:10). (5+5)

3. 2.8,3.2,4.L,2.2,1.8,2.7 are six independent observations of a random variable X

with pdf

f (X,l",l; : 1"t--"1
)"

where 
^ 

> 0 and -oo < p <oo. Assume p :

interval for ) based on the given sample.

4. Let Xt, . . . , Xn be i.i.d. with pdf

r> p

f@;4:otro-r, o<a<1,9>o

a) Find the MLE of d.

b) Find the asymptotic distribution of the MLE. (5+5)

5. In a bag there are N slips numbered L, 2,. ..,lf , I/ not known. Draw a SRSWR of

size n. Let X1, ...,Xn denote the numbers drawn, obtain the most powerful level

otestfor,Flo:.lf :AIovs. (i)f/1 :N>N0, (ii)Hl 'l/lNo 5

t

I and construct a 90% confidence

5
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6. A school is preparing a trip for 400 students. the company who is providing the

transportation has 10 buses of 50 seats each and 8 buses of 40 seats, but only 9

drivers available. The rental cost for a large bus is Rs. 8000 and .Rs. 6000 for small

bus. Calculate how many buses of each type should be used for the trip for at least

possible cost. 10

7. Find the optimal solution of the dual of the following LPP(PI) and hence the

solution to this P1.

Pl: maximize 11* rz * 2rt

Subject to 11 * 2r2 I 3, 2r1 * xz+2rt 1 1 and all r; ) 0

8. Xr,... are independent random variables with the following probability distribu-

tion:

1r.P(Xj: j):P(Xi:-j):;,P(Xj:0) :t - Ur, 
j:I,2,...

a) Can you say that i) Xn 10 in probability?

ii) X" -+ 0 with probability 1,?

Explain or prove as the case may be.

b) What can you say about the limiting distribution (as n -+ oo), of Tn -

#Exr\f;Jj (b+b)

10


